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Updated to reflect recent modifications in federal and state law, this book is a quick-reference

source for lawyers, law students, legal professionals, and interested laypersons. The author defines

more than 5,000 legal terms, using nontechnical language that remains legally accurate. Terms are

documented with citations and apply to civil procedure, commercial and contract law, constitutional

law, criminal law, property law, and torts. This title is also available in a smaller trim-size and

type-size "mass market" edition.
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As the author points out in his preface, Ã¢â‚¬Å“The classic law dictionary weighs several pounds

and contains hundreds of pages of elaborate definitions.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Defining more than 5,000 terms,

this resource, now in its sixth edition, is a good alternative for libraries looking for a handy and

inexpensive ready-reference book on legal matters. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s designed especially for first-year

law students but is accessible for laypersons as well. --Mary Ellen Quinn

Ã¢â‚¬Å“The value of a good LAW DICTIONARY cannot be overstated. Most lawyers use

BlackÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Law Dictionary for citation purposes, but this is the much better dictionary for

comprehending legal terminology.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢  Information Today



I bought this dictionary (1) because Black's Law is not available on Kindle, and (2) because the

reviews said that Barron's is superior to Black's. It's not. In fact, my worn Sixth Edition of Black's

Law Dictionary (published in 1991) has terms that simply do not even appear in Barron's but should

[Try to find in Barron's, for example, "exclusive jurisdiction." You won't. And that's only one of many

terms you won't find in Barron's but will find in Black's]. I could maybe even forgive the fact that

some simple terms were missing if the Kindle version was even remotely user friendly. Searching

for a term in the Kindle version is PAINFUL. It is actually harder than searching through an actual

book. The search feature only works if you put in the *exact* phrase. Let's say, for example, you

want a defintiion for "eject." You will be told there are "no results." However, if you search for

"ejectment," you will be taken to that defintion. How is that remotely helpful? The table of contents

does not have links for each alphabet letter, so there is no way to easily or quickly jump from one

section to the next [other than trying to guess a page number where your term *may* occur]. It is

probably the most user-unfriendly eBook I own--and that's saying a LOT. if you're thinking of getting

this book just to have an e-version, I would suggest you skip this and instead use Google. That's

what I end up using instead.

This is a concise reference that seems to have everything a student would need. In addition, it has

appendices for the Constitution, a map of the federal judicial courts (1st year exam question), a

chart of the courts system and a listing of all the justices from 1789 to 2010. Barron's books tend to

be thorough without overwhelming you with information. For the price, I think it is a much better

value than Black's.

My ebook version ofLaw Dictionary, (Trade) 6th Ed (Barron's Law... Provided a needed very quick

reference source at an affordable price. Thanks.

needed for college class.  is awesome

This is a great reference for explaining legal terms in a way that lawyers and those studying the law

will understand. It's not necessarily suited for laypeople, but it's great for practicing attorneys. I use

as a reference for teaching foreign attorneys about the US legal system. It has a lot more detail than

books aimed at laypeople. If you're looking for simple explanations of law terms, I would

recommend books by NOLO or other publishers that aim to assist non-lawyers.It's the

best/cheapest law dictionary for the Kindle in my opinion.The only part I find slightly troublesome is



the ease of searching it on my Kindle app. Using the slider is much faster than the search box.

As the headline indicates, this is really a second-hand reaction. She is very positive about it, and so

I am. Just a word of advice to the one in 90 million out there that may be thinking of sending a book

to Ukraine: cool your heels. The first copy I sent (rather  sent) failed to reach her. The second

attempt by  was successful but took at least two more weeks than expected. None of this was 's

fault. It is just that the Ukrainian PO is a bit slow. (I must compliment  for refunding the cost of the

first effort once I informed them. Thanks!  for both efforts.)

Handy companion book

This is a great book, a must have for law students and paralegals. Quick references in plain English,

I've used it a few times with some tests I've taken for some quick clarification and for the money it's

worth every penny.
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